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NO RESIDUE VOID LABEL 02

No residue void labels are the best solution to control the access of the

aircrafts doors, once they are parked or in storage.

Moreover, these labels may also be used for:

Cupboard trolleys

Inspection panels

Hatchways

Duty-free packages

Boxes and luggage

Life jackets
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No residue void labels are

specifically designed for not

leaving any sticky residue

on the surface to which they

are applied to.

However, once someone

tries to remove them, the

labels will reveal a message

“VOID” that means they

have been tampered with

and cannot be applied once

again. This avoids further

checks, saving both time

and money.

Moreover, these labels have

a double numbering that

can be kept into the

register.

Control stages are speeded up and any mistake due to a writing down 

step is avoided. 
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Customers will take advantage of

this product since it:

a) Reduces costs for assets

monitoring.

b) Protects against any

unauthorised access.

c) Discourages anyone that tries to

steal or tamper it with.

Additional information

No residue void security labels are

a simple and effective sealing

method used by airport operators,

airlines and all those companies

working in the transport field.

There are several points that need

to be protected against any

attempts at tampering.

Guarantee issue often plays a

significant role in these fields.

LeghornGroup no residue void labels provide a proof for any attempts at

tampering and our users are protected against third parties.
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The picture shows how the void label has been irremediably tampered with,

even if it is positioned once again.

The VOID writings are visible on the surface of the label that has been removed

and provides a clear message that someone has tampered it with.

No residue void label are

particularly suitable for

each outside access panel

of an aircraft since control

steps will be faster and

safer.

LeghornGroup has a great

deal of experience in the

production of security

labels, both with residue

and not, especially those

designed for aircraft

application.

LeghornGroup provides the

most suitable solutions for

each application.
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Void labels are adhesive security labels and they are also applied on

products under warranty, goods in rental, in assistance or undergoing repair,

in order to point out attempts to open products, hardware, goods or

packaging by unauthorised people.

Void security labels are also an efficient way to control and monitor the

originality of the product along its entire route from its production until the

purchase by the final customer.

Art: Art: NRLS RED 85x25 “NO RESIDUE LABEL SEAL”

Color Light blue – Green – White –Yellow - Red

Size 85x25 mm    ( 3’’ 3/8’’ x 1’’)
110x30mm  ((4-1/16’’x 1’-3/16’’) 

Characteristics Progressive numbering for any label

NO RESIDUE VOID LABEL
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DOUBLE NUMBERING – CONTROL TAB

Our labels “NO RESIDUE LABEL SEAL ” are particularly recommended 

for security checks in the aviation sector. 

“NO RESIDUE LABEL SEAL ” has an unique numbering. This doesn’t

allow the fraudulent replacement to appear and each label is listed as a

guarantee that controls were carried out.
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Art: NRLS SKY 85x30+25 DOUBLE “NO RESIDUE LABEL SEAL”

Color Light blue– Green– White –Yellow - Red

Size 85x30 mm + 25x30 mm ( 3’’ 3/8’’ x 1’’ 3/16’ + 1’’ x 1 ‘’3/16’’)

Characteristics Double numbering with pre-cutting control tab

NO RESIDUE VOID LABEL
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COME SI USA:
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1) Remove “NO RESIDUE

LABEL SEAL” from its support

and apply it on the surface

which must be protected.

2) If you decide to remove it,

our label “NO RESIDUE

LABEL SEAL” doesn’t leave

any sticky and unpleasant

residue.

3) Once the “NO RESIDUE

LABEL SEAL “ is removed, it

automatically shows the

“VOID” message which cannot

be hidden in any way and it

reveals an UNAUTHORISED

ACCESS.

NO RESIDUE VOID LABEL
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Void label with or without residue: Octagonal 35mm, black on 

green

3032 a

No residue VOID label: 

Octagonal 35 mm 

White on red

No residue VOID label: 

Octagonal 35 mm 

White on blue

No residue VOID label: 

Octagonal 35 mm 

Black on white

No residue VOID label: 

Octagonal 35 mm 

Black on grey

EXAMPLES

PROTECTION- CONTROL- IDENTIFICATION– TRACKING
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BEFORE                       AFTER

Void security label:

Size 30x45 mm. 

Barcode - green

Void security label:

Size 30x45 mm. 

Barcode - pink

Void security label:

Size 30x45 mm. 

Barcode - red

Void security label:

Size 30x45 mm. 

Barcode – light blue

Void security label:

Size 30x45 mm. 

Barcode - blue

Void security label:

Size 30x45 mm. 

Barcode - grey

EXAMPLES

Void label with or without residue: rectangular, black on yellow :

PROTECTION- CONTROL- IDENTIFICATION– TRACKING
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LeghornGroup srl
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LeghornGroup – Italy

www.leghorngroup.it

LeghornGroup – U.S.A.

www.leghorngroup.com

LeghornGroup – Belgium

www.leghorngroup.be

www.leghorngroup. nl

LeghornGroup – India

www.leghorngroup.in

LeghornGroup – Czech Rep.

www.leghorngroup.cz

www.leghorngroup.pl

LeghornGroup – Greece

www.leghorngroup.gr

LeghornGroup – Moldova

www.leghorngroup.ro

LeghornGroup – Spain

www.leghorngroup.es
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